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                                                 PALINDROMIC VOWELS 
 
 
The word SESAME has the palindromic vowel pattern EAE. 
 
There are 20 different 3-letter, and 20 different 4-letter, palindromic vowel patterns. 
 
 
                                                            SINGLE WORDS 
 
AEA                      AIA                     AOA                   AUA 
AREA                   ANIMAL             AFLOAT           CAUDAL 
                                                              
EAE                      EIE                      EOE                   EUE 
EVADE                 SERVICE            MELROSE        EXHUME 
 
IAI                        IEI                        IOI                     IUI 
INVALID             INTREPID           SCHIZOID         LINGUIST 
 
OAO                    OEO                     OIO                   OUO 
ORATOR             OVERDO             CORRIDOR      COUPON 
 
UAU                     UEU                     UIU                    UOU         
UMLAUT             MUSEUM             JULIUS              BULBOUS 
 
 
                                                             PAIRS OF WORDS 
 
AEEA 
BAKED BEANS    CAME CLEAN     FACE CREAM     GARDEN PEAS       HAMMER BEAM            
 
LATENT HEAT     MAPLE LEAF    PRAYER BEADS    RATTLE HEAD     SCALE LEAF 
 
TAKE HEART     WATER SEAL 
                                                                                                                  
AEEA                             AIIA                           AOOA                           AUUA 
see above                       FAIR TRIAL              NARROW BOAT        LAUD UNA 
                                                                                                                    
                                       PAIRS FINAL            WAGON LOAD           HAUL TUNA             
                                                                                                                    
EAAE  
BEAR GARDEN     CLEAN SLATE     DEATH RATE    FLEA MARKET     GREAT DANE      
 
HEAVY WATER      MEAT PASTE      RELAY RACE      TREAD WATER   
 
EAAE                           EIIE                         EOOE                          EUUE 
see above                       BEHIND TIME          LEMON SOLE              VENUS STUDENT 
 
                                       SLEIGH RIDE           SECOND HOME          FREUD’S RUDE 
 
IAAI                              IEEI                            IOOI                             IUUI                   
BRIAN NAILS              BRIDLE REIN          BRITONS TOIL            PINUS FRUIT                  
 
LIRA FAILS                  PINE RESIN               INTO COINS                LINUS’S RUINS 
                                                                                           
OAAO                           OEEO                        OIIO                             OUUO 
ROYAL ASCOT           MONEY RECORD   GOING INTO                PROUD DUO 
 
UAAU                           UEEU                        UIIU                              UOOU       
UNA TAUGHT             RUE GENUS             USING VIRUS             DUO TOUR 
 
                                                                               
                                                  TAUTONYMIC VOWELS 
 
 
The pair of words PANEL GAME has the tautonymic vowel pattern AEAE. 
                                                           
There are 20 different 4-letter tautonymic vowel patterns. 
                                                                                                  
 
                                                             PAIRS OF WORDS 
 
AEAE                           AIAI                           AOAO                        AUAU 
PANEL GAME             ACID RAIN             ANGLO SAXON        SAUL FLAUNTS 
            
STAGE NAME             VANITY FAIR      CARROT BARROW    AUNT MAUD     
 
EAEA                          EIEI                            EOEO                            EUEU 
NEAR EAST                RESISTS DENTIST YELLOW LEMON       LEMUR’S FEUD 
 
HEAVY METAL         LENDING THESIS    FELLOW RECTOR    EMU’S MENU 
 
IAIA                              IEIE                            IOIO                              IUIU 
SYRIAN WINDLASS  PIED PIPER             INTO LISBON              LINUS INCURS 
 
BRIAN’S VILLA         LIFE SIZE               IRON RIOTS                FINDUS INDUSTRY 
 
OAOA                          OEOE                     OIOI                              OUOU 
ROMAN ROAD           DOVER SOLE          SHOPPING POINT       SOUR GOURD 
                                                                                                           
BOSSA NOVA             LOVE TOKEN       GROWING JOINTS      ROUND TOUR                      
 
UAUA                           UEUE                       UIUI                               UOUO       
SUSAN’S TUNA          TRUE BLUE             USING MUSIC             UNDO BUTTONS 
                                                                                                                
                                                                        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
